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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the differential
equations of the orm
(1.1) "+a(t)f(x, 5c)2+b(t)g(x, ic)+c(t)h(x)=p(t)+$(t, x, 2, ),
(1.2) "+a(t)f(x, 2)2+b(t)g(x, 2)+c(t)h(x)=p(t)
where a, b, c, p, $, f, g, h are real valued unctions.

The asymptotic property of solutions of third order differential
equations has received a considerable amount o attention over the
past two decades (cf. [1]-[8]). Many o2 these results are summarized
in [9].

In [5], the author considered (1.1) in the case p(t)=0 and eatabli-
shed sufficient conditions under which all solutions of (1.1) and their
first and second order derivatives are uniformly bounded and tend to
zero as t-.

In Theorem 3.1 of this paper, sufficient conditions are given or
uniform boundedness and convergence to zero of all solutions o2 (1.1)
together with their derivatives of the first and second order. The-
orem 3.1 generalizes our former result in [5]. In Theorem 3.2, neces-
sary and sufficient conditions re given for uniform boundedness and
convergence to zero of all solutions of (1.1) together with their deriva-
rives oi the first and second order.

2. Definition and lemma. Let us consider the iollowing system
(2.1) 2=F(t,x)
where F(t, x) is a continuous function irom [0, c)X R" to R. We
denote the solution of (2.1) through (to, x0) by x(t, to, Xo).

Definition 2.1. The solutions of (2.1) are uniformly bounded, if
for any a>0, there exists f(a)>0 such that

x(t, to, Xo)Ii or Xo and t t0> 0.

For the proof of Theorems given below we need the following

Lemma ([5, Theorem A]).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that there exists a Liapunov /unction

V(t, x), continuously differentiable in [0, oo) R, satis/ying the follow-
ing conditions"

(i) a([[xll)<=V(t, x)<=b(llxl]), where a(r), b(r) are continuous, in-
creasing and positive definite functions and a(r) as r--c.
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1 {V(t+ h, x+ hF(t, x))- V(t, x)}(ii) "(.,)(t, x) li.0m+ -__< {c- (t)} v(t, x) +(t){+ v(t, x)},
where c is a positive constant and ,(t) (i= 1, 2) are non-negative con-
tinuous functions satisfying

(2.2) lim sup 1[+-- 2(s)ds c,
(t,v)(,) Jt

(2.8) lira 2()&=0.

The the oltio (t) o (.1) re iorml boded ag atiy
lira (t)=0.

3. Assumptions and theorems. We state some assumptions on
he functions ageared in (1.1)-(1.).

Assumptions
( I ) (t), b(t) and e(t) are continuously differeniable and (t)

is continuous on [0, ). (t, , , ) is continuous on [0, )xR.
( II ) f, f, , re continuous for all (z, ) e R nd h() is

continuously differentiable for all x e R.
(III) O<aoa(t)A, O<bob(t)B,

for t e [0, ).
( IV ) O<6gh(x)/x (x#O).

( V ) 0 of(x, y)gf for all (x, y) and 0 gog g(x, y)
Y

for all y#0 and x.
( VI ) yf(x, y)O, g(x, y)0 for all (x, y) e R.
( VII ) h’(x)gh aobofogo for all x e R.

C

(VIII)
4c0

where and g are arbitrarily fixed constants satisfying
Ch aofo, 0 aobofogo-Ch
bogo Af

( IX ) limsup {[’()+b()+le’()}gs<r

where r is e small osiive eonsan whose magnitude deends only on
the constants pered in (III)-(VIII) nd b(t)=mx (b’(t), 0).

(X) lim e-’ f e’p(s)ds=O.

( XI ) [$(t, x, y, z)[gp(t){l+(x+y+zO/}+(x+y+z)/.
where A is a positive constant and p,(t) is a non-negative function.

(XII) lira ()d=0.
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The following results will be established"
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the assumptions (I) through (XII)

hold. Then there exists a constant -s(A, a0, B, b0, C, Co,/,f, f0, Y, go, h)
0 such that if <= then the solutions x(t) of (1.1) and their deriva-
tives 5(t) and (t) are uniformly bounded and satisfy

lim (x(t), 2(t), 2(t))-(0, 0, 0).

Theorem :}.2. Suppose that the assumptions (I) through (IX)
hold. Then the solutions x(t) of (1.2) and their derivatives 2(t) and
2(t) are uniformly bounded and satisfy

lim (x(t), 2(t), 2(t))= (0, 0, 0)

if and only if (X) holds.
4. Proof of theorems. Proof of Theorem 3.1. The equation

(1.1) is equivalent to the following system of differential equations"

(4.1) --z+P(t)
----a(t)f(x, y)z-b(t)g(x, y)-c(t)h(x)+P(t){1-a(t)f(x, y)}-- (t, x, y, z q- P(t))

where P(t)=e- .[o e’p(s)ds. Note that the assumption (X) implies P(t)

---0 s t--+c.
Consider a Liapunov function defined as follows

(4.2) V(t, x, y, z)= V(t, x, y, z)+ V.(t, x, y, z)+ V(t, x, y, z)
where V, V., and V are defined by

.I h()d+2c(t)h(x)y+2b(t)j’ g(x, )d(4.3) 2Vl 21lc(t)

.[ f(x, ])dy--2gyz q- z,+ 2ga(t)

(4.4) 2V.=[.b(t)goX +2a(t)foc(t) h()d+a(t)fy

+2[.xz+2a(t)foyz+2c(t)h(x)y,

2V-2a(t)fo f: f(x, )d-a(t)fy,(4.5)

and/0,/.0 are two arbitrarily fixed constants such that

aobofogo- ChCh <P<aofo, 0<lu<
bogo Afo

co{A(f--fo)+ B- /(-- g0)}.
In [5] we showed the ollowing property o V(t, x, y, z)"

(4.6) k(x +y+z) <_ V(t, x, y, z) <=k(x +y+z)
for all t>=0 and (x, y,z)e R, where k, and k are certain positive
constants.
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Along the solution of (4.1), we have

w(t, )d

+ {Zc’(t)+ (a’(t)c(t)+a(t)c’(t))fo} .[ h()
+ )d

+gb’(t)goX +ga’(t)foXy+ a’(t)foyz

+ {Zx+(+a(t)fo)y+ 2z}$(t, x, y, z+ P(t))
+ [{1+a(t)(fo-- f(x, y))}x+ (a(t)fo+--+ {a(t)(fo- 2f(x, y)) +2+Z}z+ 2b(t)g(x, y)

+2c(t)h(x)]P(t)
where

W=pc(t)xh(x) + {a(t)f(x, y)-Z}z + a(t){f(x, y) -fo}Z
+ [{pb(t)go- c(t)h’(x)} + {a(t)b(t)fogo- c(t)h’(x) pa(t)fo}]y

+ a(t)b(t)fo{ g(x, y) g0}Y+,,b(t){ g(x, y) g0}YY Y

y)-fo}xz.
y

Using the assumptions (III)-(VIII), we can find positive numbers
k, k, and k such that

(,., 2k(x +y+z)+ k,{] a’(t) +b(t) + c’(t) [}(x +y+z)

+ k(x +y+z)m{[ $(t, x, y, z+ P(t))l+[P(t)]}.
The assumption (XI) implies that

IS(t, x, y, z+P(t))lP(t){l+2 IP(t)I}+A P(t)[
+ P(t)(x +y+z)’/+A(x +y+z)’/.

Then we obtain the following estimate with some positive constants
k and k

(. 2k(x +y+ z)+ k,{[ a’(t) + b(t) + c’(t)}(x +y+ z

+ k{p,(t) + [P(t)l}{(x +y+z)/’+ (x’+y+z)}
+ Ak,(x +y+ z).

Let A be fixed, in what follows, to satisfy

(4.8) A k.
Using the inequalities (4.6) and (4.8), we have

(4 9) ,,<- k V+{la’(t)l+b:(t)+lc’(t)l}Y
+k{p(t)+]P(t)} +
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Assume that

lim sup 1
(t,v)-(,) V

Since IP(t)I--0 as t, we have

as t. Now Lemma 2.1 is used to prove that the solutions (x(t),
y(t), z(t)) of (4.1) are uniformly bounded and satisfy

lim (x(t), y(t), z(t))= (0, 0, 0).

Therefore the solution x(t) of (1.1) and its derivatives (t), (t)
are uniformly bounded and

lim (x(t), $(t), (t))=(O, O, 0),

because [P(t)]O as t. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem .2. The sufficiency of (X) follows from

Theorem 3.1. We prove the necessity of (X).
Let x(t) be the solution of (1.2) such that

lim (x(t), $(t), (t))= (0, 0, 0).

Then from (1.2) we have

+

+e- Io eb(s)g(x(s), (s))dsl
+e- I: ec(s)h(x(s))ds

g2(t)+e- I (o) l+e-’

The assumptions (IV) nd (VII) imply h(O)=O, hus h()O s

0. Hence we have

lim le- I: ep(s)dsl=O"
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
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